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Australian newspapers black out front pages to fight
back against secrecy laws

Calla Wahlquist

United campaign by media companies highlights government moves to penalise
whistleblowing and criminalise journalism

• Lenore Taylor: Concrete action rather than nice words are needed on press freedom

Mon 21 Oct 2019 09.51 AEDT

The front page of every newspaper in Australia was blacked out on Monday as part of a
campaign against moves by successive federal governments to penalise whistleblowing and, in
some cases, criminalise journalism.

The campaign, by the Australia’s Right to Know Coalition, follows raids on the ABC’s Sydney
headquarters and the home of a News Corp journalist in June, the legality of which is being
challenged in the high court.

It also comes as Witness K and his lawyer, Bernard Collaery, are facing jail time for revealing
that the Australian Secret Intelligence Service bugged the office of Timor-Leste officials during
a multimillion dollar resource negotiation in 2004, and while Australian Tax Office
whistleblower Richard Boyle is facing a maximum 161 years in prison for revealing that the
ATO was abusing its powers.
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Guardian Australia has joined the campaign. It has called for the right to challenge government
applications for warrants against journalists, exemptions for journalists to laws that would see
them jailed for doing their job, legislated protections for public sector whistleblowers, and
reforms to both freedom of information and defamation laws. It also calls for a new regime to
limit which documents can be stamped as secret.

The Australian parliament has passed more than 60 laws relating to secrecy and spying in the
past 20 years. It is currently reviewing whistleblower laws. Twenty-two have been passed in
the past two years.

“The truth is, those in power don’t want the public to know what they’re up to and are
shutting down transparency and accountability to serve their own interests,” the Greens
senator Sarah Hanson-Young said.

A survey conducted by the Australian Right to Know coalition in October found that while 87%
of respondents said it was important that Australia be a free, open and transparent democracy,
only 37% felt that currently described Australia.

Eighty-eight per cent of respondents agreed that people who call out wrongdoing are critical to
keeping the government accountable and should be protected, and 80% said whistleblowers
should not be treated like criminals even if they broke the law to tell the truth.

A further 76% said journalists should be protected from prosecution and imprisonment when
they report on information the public has a right to know about, and only 35% said the
government was keeping them as informed as possible about that kind of information.

A majority of people said they had the right to know if the federal government was considering
new powers to allow an intelligence agency to collect information on Australian citizens, an
issue for which News Corp journalist Annika Smethurst’s home was raided by the Australian
federal police in June.

Respondents also said they had a right to know about reports of abuse in aged care homes, and
about foreign companies selling private land.

The federal department of health last year refused requests about aged care complaints to a
Four Corners investigation.

A request by the Age to the Foreign Investment Review Board for information about a $415m
sale of forestry land to a Canadian superannuation fund was also refused, leading to a two-year
battle before the information commissioner and the final release of freedom of information
documents so heavily redacted that the story could not be published.

Respondents to the survey also said the government was less transparent on a majority of key
issues – including political campaign funding, climate change and immigration – than it was a
decade ago.

Australia does not require real-time disclosure of political donations. An investigation by
Guardian Australia found that the Tasmanian Liberal party received a $500,000 donation from
the gambling lobby before the 2018 election, in which Labor was campaigning on an anti-
gambling platform, but the source of the donation was not disclosed until 11 months after the
polls closed. The Liberal party won the election.

Even the most innocuous requests for a copy of the menu of the members’ dining room in
Parliament House have been refused. Journalist William Summers was eventually granted the
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menus on the condition that he never published them.

Farewell to the 2010s…
… will the 2020s offer more hope? This has been a turbulent decade across the world – protest,
populism, mass migration and the escalating climate crisis. The Guardian has been in every
corner of the globe, reporting with tenacity, rigour and authority on the most critical events of
our lifetimes. At a time when factual information is both scarcer and more essential than ever,
we believe that each of us deserves access to accurate reporting with integrity at its heart.

You’ve read 11 articles in the last four months. More people than ever before are reading and
supporting our journalism, in more than 180 countries around the world. And this is only
possible because we made a different choice: to keep our reporting open for all, regardless of
where they live or what they can afford to pay.

We have upheld our editorial independence in the face of the disintegration of traditional
media – with social platforms giving rise to misinformation, the seemingly unstoppable rise of
big tech and independent voices being squashed by commercial ownership. The Guardian’s
independence means we can set our own agenda and voice our own opinions. Our journalism
is free from commercial and political bias – never influenced by billionaire owners or
shareholders. This makes us different. It means we can challenge the powerful without fear
and give a voice to those less heard.

None of this would have been attainable without our readers’ generosity – your financial
support has meant we can keep investigating, disentangling and interrogating. It has protected
our independence, which has never been so critical. We are so grateful.

As we enter a new decade, we need your support so we can keep delivering quality journalism
that’s open and independent. And that is here for the long term. Every reader contribution,
however big or small, is so valuable. Support The Guardian from as little as $1 – and it only
takes a minute. Thank you.
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